“Material design by ab initio methods“

The course will take place **Live-Online via WebEx** as an integrated lecture & exercise every **Friday from 9:00 until 12:00**.

The first event will be on **Fr. 06.11.2020 from 9:00 am**. Pls. use the following link to join the meeting:

https://unistuttgart.webex.com/unistuttgart/j.php?MTID=m7586a04d6b41d51d8f26c584bf000e2b

To accomplish the exercises, you will need a computer on which you can install and execute the required programs. Pls. contact me if this is a problem.

Further information will be provided during the first meeting and soon on the ILIAS website of this course:

https://ilias3.uni-stuttgart.de/goto_Uni_Stuttgart_crs_2135034.html

With best regards,

Prof. Dr. Blazej Grabowski